This is the second in a series of papers which intends to develop a new microscopic theory capable by itself to select the "optimum" collective path or, more generally, the "optimum" collective submanifold in the many-particle Hilbert space. The main content of this paper consists of i) a restatement of the basic equations of the theory, derived from the fundamental principle which leads us to the "maximal decoupling" between the collective and intrinsic modes and is called the "invariance principle of the Schrodinger equation", and ii) a proposal of a method of solving the basic equations in an appropriate way for the largeamplitude and highly non-linear collective vibrations about the Hartree-Fock ground state with a spherically symmetric equilibrium. § l. Introduction This is the second in a senes of papers which intends to develop a new microscopic theory capable by itself to select the "optimum" collective path (or, more generally, the "optimum" collective submanifold in the many-particle Hilbert space), consistent with the specified boundary condition on the collective motion. In Paper I,ll the basic equations of the theory (within the framework of the Hartree-Fock approximation) were derived at some length with a major effort directed toward making clear the physical meaning of the fundamental principle to derive the equations, which was called the "invariance principle of the Schrodinger equation" and led us to the "maximal decoupling" between the collective and the intrinsic modes.
§ l. Introduction
This is the second in a senes of papers which intends to develop a new microscopic theory capable by itself to select the "optimum" collective path (or, more generally, the "optimum" collective submanifold in the many-particle Hilbert space), consistent with the specified boundary condition on the collective motion. In Paper I,ll the basic equations of the theory (within the framework of the Hartree-Fock approximation) were derived at some length with a major effort directed toward making clear the physical meaning of the fundamental principle to derive the equations, which was called the "invariance principle of the Schrodinger equation" and led us to the "maximal decoupling" between the collective and the intrinsic modes.
The main content of this paper is i) a restatement of the basic equations of the theory with further discussion from a different point of view 2 > and ii) a proposal of a new method of solving the basic equations, consistently with such a specified condition on the collective motion that we are considering the large amplitude collective vibrations about the Hartree-Fock ground state with a spherically sym- Since the purpose of this paper is to formulate the basic idea in a simple and systematic way, in this paper we dispense with the complications of the pairing correlations, and will use the pure Hartree-Fock theory instead of the use of the Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov theory. § 2. Generalized moving frame associated with time-dependent self-consistent mean field It may never be an overstatement to say that the history 111 the study of nuclear dynamics has been the struggle to find the proper place for the complementary concepts referring to the independent particle motion inside the nucleus and the collective behavior of the nucleus as a whole. aJ A starting point in exploring the nuclear dynamics involving such two modes of motion was the collective model of Bohr and Mottelson. The basic idea underlying this model is the followmg: In the shell model, the mean field in which the particles move independently is assumed to be of spherical shape and to be impossible to deform its shape.
If we allow the mean field to be time-dependent and deformable, then the mean field is capable by itself to move self-consistently with the action of the particles. This is just the collective mode of motion.
In investigating the dynamics underlying the collective mode of motion, therefore, an essential element is the "particle-collective coupling" which represents the variations in the mean field. It must be emphasized that this coupling is just what organizes the self-consistent collective modes out of the particle excitations. A basis for such an investigation of the nuclear dynamics is provided by the cranking model 4 J for the collective rotation. In the cranking model, one considers the particle motion in such a mean field with a deformed equilibrium that is uniformly rotating with frequency rorot· In the rotating (time-dependent) coordinate frame the "particle-collective coupling", which organizes the collective rotation, manifests itself as the Coriolis coupling -a>rot ·J. ( Here and hereafter we use h = 1.) This coupling in the rotating frame gives rise to an increase in the energy of the particle motion, which is identified with the collective rotational energy, (2 ·1) Here I ¢0)~ is the Hartree-Fock ground state with the deformation /3 and I¢ (Wrot)) ~ is the Hartree-Fock state in the rotating frame satisfying (2·2) where H'=H-rorot·J is the time-displacement operator describing the time-evolution of the system in the rotating (time-dependent) frame. Now let us generalize this idea in order to describe the large-amplitude collec-
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tive vibration about the Hartree-Fock ground state I ¢ 0) with a spherically symmetric equilibrium. An essential difference of this case from the above cranking model is in the fact that we do not know, in advance, the "particle-collective coupling " organizing the large amplitude collective vibration under consideration, out of the particle excitations. In order to find the "particle-collective coupling" in this case, we therefore introduce a generalized moving frame called a vibrating frame hereafter by a time-dependent unitary transformation with a complex parameter I) (t) and its complex conjugate r;* (t), 1¢ (r;* (t), ·r; (t))) = U 1 (-r;* (t), ·r; (t)) [¢0).
Here ]¢(r;*(t),r;(t))) is the Hartree-Fock state in the vibrating frame and the pair of parameters (r;* (t), I) (t)) specifies the time-dependent variations of the selfconsistent field, associated with the collective vibration described by a collective coordinate a (t) and its conjugate 7: (t)'
a= .. 1 1 {r;*+r;}, rr=£ 1~-={r;*-r;}.
In order to simplify the presentation of the theory, here we have restricted ourselves to a single pair of parameters (r;*, r;) =(a, 7:), although a set of pairs of parameters may be generally necessary to specify the realistic collective mode.*' An extension of the theory to any finite number of pairs of parameters is, of course, straightforward.
Since the time-dependence of the pair of parameters (r;* (t), I) (t)) specifies the time-dependence of [¢ (r;*, r;) ), we obtain i g/PCr;*, r;))=i»:r;I¢Cr;*, r;))+i»* 3 0-*l¢(r;*, r;)) = i ». 6 1 Cz C r;), r;*r;) 1 ¢ C r;*, ·r;)) -i »* · 6 C z C r;) , r;*r;) I¢ C r;*, r;) > ,
where the operators 6 1 (z (r;), r;*r;) and 6 (z (r;), r;*1;) are the local infinitesimal generators with respect to r; and r;* respectively, defined by :TJ u-1 C r;*, TJ) ==6t (z (r;), TJ*r;) u--1 C TJ*, TJ), l / * u-l (r;*, TJ) ~-6 (z (TJ), r;*TJ) u-1 c r;*, TJ).
Here and hereafter we use the notation z to collectively denote a set of all the (¢('ll*, -r;) iOt(z('lJ), 'lJ*'lJ) l¢(rl*, ·r;))= ~ -r;*, l (¢(-r;*, 'lJ) 10 (z('r;), ·r;*r;) l¢('ll*, -r;))=-t·r;.
As is shown in Appendix C, it i;; generally po~sible to choose ('lJ*, 'lj) that satisfy the condition (2 ·I 0). ~With the definition Ot (z (-r;), ·r;*'ll) = u-J (-r;*, ·r;) O' (z, 'll*r;) u (r;*, -r;), O(z(-r;), -r;*-r;) :c=U-1 (-r;*, r;)O(z, -r;*-r;)U('lJ*, -r;), (2 ·10) such pa r:J met t' rc;
(2·1la) *' Throughout the paper, we adhere to the convention of denoting occupied single-particle orbits of l¢o) by the indices i, j, .... and unoccupied single-particle orbits of l¢o) by the indices /l, v, · ... We also use labels a, {3, ... to indicate the single-particle orbits when we need not specify to be occupied or unoccupied.
i.e., 6tc.z, r;*r;) =U(r;*, r;) :r; u-1 (r;*, r;), } 6 (z, r;*r;) = -u (r;*, r;) a:* u-1 (r;*, r;),
we then obtain from Eq. (2 ·10) I.e., :P (z, r;*r;) = ij-} {Ot (z, r;*r;) -6 (z, r;*r;)}, q(z(r;), r;*r;) =U-1 (r;*, r;)l](z, r;*r;) U(r;*, r;), p(z(r;), r;*r;) =U-1 (r;*, r;)p(z, r;*r;) U(r;*, r;),
are the local infinitesimal generators with respect to the collective coordinate a and its conjugate n defined by i aaau-1 (r;*, r;) = p (z (r;)' r;*r;) u-1 (r;*, 1J)' } -i _i_u-1 (r;*, r;) = q (z (r;), r;*r;) u-1 (r;*, r;). an
. Invariance principle of the Schrodinger equation
The next task is to determine the vibrational frame as well as the structure PJ in connection with the concept of "maximal decoupled" collective subspace. This principle can be simply stated as follows: The time-dependence of the parameters ('l* (t), 7J (t)), which specifies the time-variation of the vibrating frame, must be introduced in such a way that the Schrodinger equation always remains invariant. In the variational form, the principle is expressed as ao(¢(7l*, 1/) I {(i ~-H) 1¢(7/*, 1/))} =0 and h.c.
( 3 ·1) with the boundary condition at 7J = 7J* = 0,
where the variation lao¢ (1/*, 1/)) is defined by
Needless to say, the uniformly rotating frame in the cranking model is one of the simplest which satisfies the invariance principle of the Schrodinger equation.
With the use of Eq. (2 · 5), Eq. (3 ·1) can be written as
(1/*, 7J)) as variational directions, respectively, we obtain from Eq. (3. 4) corresponds to the time-displacement operator describing the time-evolution of the system in the vibrating frame. In this frame. thus the "particle-collective coupling", which organizes the large-amplitude collective motion out of the particle excitations, manifests itself as the coupling H' -H= -i0;·0 1 (z(r;), r;*r;) +i0;* · 0 (z (r;), r;*r;). This coupling gives rise to an increase in the energy of the particle motion, which is identified with the collective vibrational energy .iJfc(r;*, r;) =="<rfi(r;*.r;) iHir/J(r;*.r;) )-(r/JoiHir/;0), (3·7) and is compatible with the canonical equation of motion (3 · 5) of the collective coordinate and its conjugate.
The invariance principle (3 ·1) can also be expressed in a variational form for the local generators:
(3·8a).
with the boundary condition (3·2). Since l¢(r;*+r3'r;*, r;+IJr;))= {1+0 1 (z(r;), r;*r;) X ()r;-6 (z ('r;) , ·r;*r;) (Jr;*} I rf; ( r;*. r;) ). Here it must be emphasized that Eq. (3 · 9) is essentially different from a set of fundamental equations of the "local harmonic approach"'), 6 ) ,,) and is completely equivalent to Eq. (3 ·1) itself.
As has been shown in the above discussion, a set of the basi:: equati1m in our theory, which must be sol vee! self-consistently, consists of: (a) the in·variance jYrincijJ/e (3 ·1) o(¢oiU(r;*, r;) (if--H)u-1 ('fJ*, TJ) !¢o)=0 and h.c., In Paper I, a method is given to solve the set of the basic equation (I) (which 1s expressed in the form of the equation of path (3 · 9)) and (II), with the explicit use of the integrability condition (2 · 9a). In this section we show a more general and simple method of solution consistent with the specified boundary condition on our collective motion.
This method is based on the following two lemmata: Definition x and y denote, respecti\'cly, a set of all the one-body particle-hole pairs and a set of all the one-body particle-particle and hole-hole pairs under consideration, or; or; We are now at a position to determine the coefficients Gw (r;*r;) as well as the collective Hamiltonian !]{" which are appropriate for our specified collective motion. To do this, we make the following expansion of Gw (r;*r;) with respect to (r;*, r;):
cu.) ("fJ*r;) = G<i.) (1) 
Since the basic equations (4·14) and (4·15) with the (r;*, r;)-expansion (4·17) are supposed to be valid for continuous ranges of r;* and r;, we can equate the coefficients of each power of (r;*, ·r;) in these equations to zero. Thus, by starting with the coefficients with the lowest power of (r;*, r;) and by proceeding to the higher (r;*, r;) -coefficients step by step, we can determine the unknown quantities c~;) of Gw (r;*r;) in Eq. (-i ·17) as well as the collective Hamiltonian !}{c self-consistently.
The important task in this expansion method is the choice of the lowest order term cw (1) to satisfy our specified condition on the collective motion. Since the term with the lowest power of ( r;*, r;) in Eq. 
we can choose GUl(1) =i·r;*·ou,, G(ll*(1) = -i·r;·ou, 
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LJG<Aol= :E c<"•l (n).
n:2::.2
The quantity !J(~int) in Eq. (4·23) is defined by which is formally expressed as
In the same sense, Eq. ( 4 · 23) can be formally ~xpressed as 
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The expressions (4·29b) and (4·30) of the basic equations are convenient for the (r;*, r;) -expansion method. With these equations with the (r;*, r;) -expansion we can easily determine the higher order terms em (n) (i.e., eg~ with r + s = n) successively, starting with the lowest-order term em (1) given by Eq. ( 4 · 21). Thus, for instance, we obtain and e<Aol (2) =o 0 , or; or;* aeoJ (2) ah (3) or;* or;
3.
. .,..,
where G(n)=L,;{GUl(n) ·Xd-GUl'(n) ·X,t}. 
Thus, we have the following lemma:
[Lemma 1] When we have Eq. (A1·4) with the condition (A1·5), there always exists such a hermitian operator G (g (f)) E zffi {l} that satisfies U (t;) = e ia(g(<>J, U (0) = 1 .
Appendix B --Proof of Lemma 2--·-·
Here we give an outline of a proof of Lemma 2.
[Definition] Consider an Nx N matrix A. 
where 1-J is a hermitian H-type matrix.
Before we give a proof of Proposition 1, we here make a few remarks.
[Remur 
and so on. Thus, it is always possible to make the following matrix: 
IJ=l j=l
The form of Eq. (2 · 8) shows that the matrix k can be put, with the same unitary matrices u1 and u2, in the following form: 
which imply that e-ia<m. e-ia<KJ · eiiJ<uJ is a e-n umber. Since we have
for the "vacuum" state IO) satisfying Ca IO) = 0, this e-n umber Is unity.
Appendix C --Canonical-1/ariables Condition---
Here we show the possibility of choice of such collective parameters that satisfy the canonical-variables condition (2 ·10) in a rather general way with 2N real parameters ~; ( i = 1, 2, · · ·, 2N) .
To do this, it is convenient to use the following theorem of Frobenius and Darboux:
THEOREM When we obtain Eq. (2 -10) with (2 -13a) in the general form.
